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Abstract 
Gallai and Milgram (1960) proved that a digraph with stability number ct is spanned by 
ct disjoint directed paths. Chen and Manalastas Jr (1983) proved that a strong digraph with 
stability number at most two is spanned by at most wo consistent directed circuits. We slightly 
simplify the proof of the Gallai-Milgram theorem, while at the same time refining its statement, 
and use this sharpened version to obtain a relatively short proof of the Chen-Manalastas 
theorem. We also give a counterexample to a generalization f the Gallai-Milgram theorem 
conjectured by Hartman (1988). 
In this paper, the terms path and circuit mean directed path and directed circuit, 
respectively, and the empty digraph is considered to be a path. Two circuits in 
a digraph are consistent if their intersection is a path. In [2-1, Chen and Manalastas, Jr. 
established the following result. 
Theorem. Let D be a strong digraph with stability number at most two. Then D is 
spanned by one circuit or by two consistent circuits. 
We give here a shorter proof of this theorem. For a path partition .~ in a digraph D, 
we denote by ~(.~) the cardinality of a maximum stable set whose elements belong to 
different paths of.~, by h (.~) the set of heads of the paths in ,~ and by t(.~) the set of tails 
of the paths in .~. The following lemma is a refinement of one due to Gallai and 
Milgram [4]. It also generalizes a result of Chen and Manalastas, Jr. [2], who 
established the case ~(.~)= 1. The Gallai-Milgram theorem, that a digraph with 
stability number ~ admits a partition into 0t paths, is a direct consequence of the 
lemma. 
Lemma. Let D be a digraph and .~ a path partition o ld  such that I.~1 > 0t(.~). Then there 
is a path partition ~ of D such that I~l = I-~l - 1,h(~) c h(.~) and t(~) c t(.~). 
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Proof. By induction on I V(D)I, the case IV(D)[ = 1 holding vacuously. Let .~ be 
a path partition of D such that I-~1 > ~(-~). Then h(.~) is not a stable set, so there exist 
y,z e h(.~) such that (y,z) ~ E. If(z) is a path of.~, we define 9' to be the path partition 
of D obtained from .~ by deleting (z) and extending the path of .~ with head y by the 
edge (y, z). Thus we may assume that (z) is not a path of.~. Let x be the predecessor f
z on the path of -~ with head z, set D' : = D\z, and let .~' be the restriction of .~ to D'. 
Note that 
I.~'1 = I.~l > ~(-~) ~ ~(-~'), h(.~') = (h(.~)\ {z}) u {x}, t(.~') = t(.~). 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a path partition t~' of D' such that 
I~"l = I -~'1- 1, h(~") c h(.~') and t(~') c t(.~'). If xEh(~'), we define t~ to be the 
path partition of D obtained from ~'  by extending the path of ~ '  with head x by the 
edge (x, z). If x q~ h(~'), then y e h(~') and we define ~ to be the path partition of 
D obtained from t~' by extending the path of ~ '  with head y by the edge (y, z). In both 
cases, I~1 = I-~1 - 1,h(~) c h(2~) and t(t~) c t(.~). [] 
Let D be a digraph and H a subgraph of D. An H-bypass in D is a path of length at 
least two whose head and tail lie in H and whose internal vertices lie in D\H; we allow 
the possibility that the head and tail coincide, in which case the path is a circuit 
meeting H in exactly one vertex. It is easily seen that a strong digraph D has an 
H-bypass if and only if V(H) # V(D). If P is a path or circuit, we denote by P [x, y] the 
segment of P with tail x and head y, and set P(x,y):= P[x,y]\{x,y}. 
Proof of Theorem. Suppose the theorem false. Since the digraph D is strong, it 
contains intersecting consistent circuits C1 and C2. Assume these chosen so that 
(i) IV(C1 w C2)I is as large as possible, 
(ii) subject o (i), IV(C1 n C2)I is as large as possible. 
Set H : = C1 u C2 and P: = C1 n C2. Denote by u and v the head and tail, respective- 
ly, of P and set Q:= P(v,u). For i = 1,2, set Pi:= Ci[u,v] ifu # v, Pi:= Ci ifu = v, 
and Q~:= Pi(u, v). Note that there is no circuit C in D with vertex set V(H), for if there 
were, the subgraph B u C, where B is any H-bypass, would contradict (i). In particu- 
lar, for i = 1, 2, the path Q~ is nonempty, and we denote its tail and head by u~ and v~, 
respectively. 
For z ~ V(D)\ V(H), denote by X := X(z) the set of vertices of H from which z can 
be reached by a path internally-disjoint from H, and by Y: = Y(z) the set of vertices of 
H which can be reached from z by a path internally-disjoint from H. Note that there is 
an H-bypass from any vertex of X to any vertex of Y. 
We show, first, that some vertex of X or Ylies on Q~ or (22. If not, ~(.~) = 1, where 
-~:= {QI,Q2}. Applying the lemma, we obtain a path P', with vertex set V(QI u Q2), 
whose tail is dominated by u and whose head dominates v, and hence a circuit C: = 
PP' with vertex set V(H). As remarked above, this is impossible. We may thus assume, 
by directional duality, that X r~ V(Q1) # 0. 
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We show, next, that Y ~_ V(Q 1). If not, let B be an H-bypass from x ~ X c~ V(Q ~ ) to 
y ~ V(C2), and consider the family of paths .~:= {B(x, y), Q l(x, v), Q2 c~ C2(u,y)}. If 
either Q1 (x, v) or Q2 c~ C2(u, y) is empty, replacing the corresponding edge, (x, v) or 
(u, y), by B results in a contradiction to (i); if not, applying the lemma to .~ produces 
a like contradiction. Therefore Y ~_ V(Q1). Interchanging the roles of X and Y, we 
deduce that X w Y ~_ V(QI). Thus the sets {z, u2} and {z, v2} are stable, as are the sets 
{ul,u2} and {v~,v2}, by (ii). But ~(D) = 2, so both u~ and vl are adjacent o z. 
Suppose that some x e X precedes ome y e Y on Q1. Let B be an H-bypass 
from x to y, and consider the family of paths .~:= {B(x, y), P1 (x, y), Q2 }. If P1 (x, y) is 
empty, replacing the edge (x, y) by B contradicts (i); if not, a similar contradiction is
reached by applying the lemma to .~. We conclude that no vertex of X precedes any 
vertex of Y on Q~. But u~ and v~ are adjacent o z, so z must dominate u~ and be 
dominated by vl. 
Let B be a longest H-bypass from vl to u~, and set C'1 := Q~B and H ' := C'~ u C2. 
Since D is not spanned by C'1 and C2, V(H') :~ V(D). Let z' e V(D)\V(H'). By the 
above arguments, either X (z') u Y(z') ~_ V(Q1) or X (z') w Y(z') ~_ V(Q2). In the for- 
mer case, z' is nonadjacent tosome internal vertex z" of B, because z' dominates u~ and 
is dominated by v~ and B is as long as possible; in the latter case, z' is nonadjacent to 
every internal vertex z" of B; in both cases, z' and z" are nonadjacent to u. Thus the 
hypothesis ~(D) = 2 is contradicted. [] 
We conclude with a brief discussion of some conjectures related to the content of 
this article. M. Las Vergnas (see [1]) has conjectured that, for ct 1> 2, a strong digraph 
with stability number ~ is spanned by ct - 1 disjoint paths, Gallai [3] that a strong 
digraph with stability number ~ is spanned by ct circuits. For ot = 2, both conjectures 
are immediate consequences of the Chen-Manalastas theorem. A natural common 
generalization of these two conjectures can be formulated as follows. It was proposed 
(though not stated explicitly) by Chen and Manalastas, Jr. [2] as a possible generaliz- 
ation of their theorem. A digraph is cyclic if each vertex lies on a circuit. The 
parameter e - v + c, where e, v and c are the numbers of edges, vertices and connected 
components, respectively, is the cyclomatic number. 
Conjecture. Let D be a strong digraph with stability number ct. Then D contains 
a cyclic spanning subgraph with cyclomatic number at most ~. 
At first glance, the lemma presented here seems tailor-made for a proof of the above 
conjecture. The main snag is that an exchange of paths might result in a subgraph not 
all of whose components are strong. 
As observed by O. Favaron (personal communication), one cannot hope to find, in 
a strong digraph with stability number ~, a strong spanning subgraph with cyclomatic 
number at most ct. For 1 ~ i ~< m, where m t> 2, let T~ be a tournament of order four 
with Hamilton circuit (u, xg, v~, Yl, u~), and let Dm be the digraph obtained from the 
disjoint union of T1 ..... Tm by adding the edges (U/,Ui+I) and (vi+l,vi), i odd, and 
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(ui+l,ui) and (vi, vi+l), i even, 1 ~<i< m. Clearly, Dm is strong and has stability 
number m. However Dm contains no strong spanning subgraph with cyclomatic 
number less than 2m-  l; moreover, any cyclic spanning subgraph of Dm with 
cyclomatic number at most m necessarily consists of m disjoint 4-circuits. 
The truth of Las Vergnas' conjecture in the case 0t = 2 leads one to ask whether 
a k-strong digraph with stability number k + 1 necessarily contains a Hamilton path; 
indeed, this is a special case of a conjecture of Hartman [5, Conjecture 9]. While true 
for k = 0 (by R6dei's theorem [8]) and k = 1 (by the Chen-Manalastas theorem), it is 
false for k = 2, a counterexample b ing the digraph obtained from the composition of 
Ki.3 with K 2 by orienting each copy of K2, 2 corresponding to an edge of K1, 3 as 
a 4-circuit. A weaker assertion might, however, be valid. The oriented stability number 
of a digraph D is the cardinality of a largest set of vertices of D inducing an oriented 
subgraph (one without 2-circuits). Jackson and Ordaz [7] proposed the following 
conjecture. 
Conjecture. Let D be a k-strong digraph with oriented stability number k + 1. Then 
D contains a Hamilton path. 
Another relaxation of the stability number is the acyclic stability number, the cardinal- 
ity of a largest set of vertices of D inducing an acyclic subgraph (one without circuits). 
Heydemann [6] proved that a strong digraph with acyclic stability number ctl is 
spanned by ~1 circuits, thereby establishing a weaker version of Gallai's conjecture. 
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